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How many lead cities should there be? 

Projects should be realised in 2-3 lead cities or communities ("lighthouse cities and 

communities"). Proposals with more than 3 lead cities are eligible, yet might be less 

favourably evaluated on account of needs for project management and manageability of 

consortium (management efforts often rise exponentially with the number of partners 

according to our experience). Proposals are expected to demonstrate considerable impact 

concerning the wide deployment and replication of commercial-scale solutions with a high 

market potential, which should be duly considered when creating consortia.  

 

How many follower cities should there be? 

Each project should involve 2-3 follower cities. This is an indication and other constellations 

are feasible. However, concentration of action is an asset. As a reminder, follower cities are 

expected to significantly contribute to the requirements engineering stage of solution 

development and commit to replicating the solutions given a successful conclusion of the 

project. They should have a clear work package, a clear budget for this work package, clear 

deliverables and clear distribution of tasks and responsibilities. The part of follower cities will 

be part of the evaluation. 

 

Is there a city size threshold? 

No, there is no such threshold. What counts is that the geographical and population size of the 

district where the solution will be deployed and the ambition of the proposal can guarantee a 

substantial impact and European relevance in terms of demonstrating replicable solutions. 

This district should be a clearly delineated geographical zone so that the measurements of in 

and out can easily be compared before and after the project (including the costs, the return on 

investment, and other KPIs that are clearly described in the proposal) 
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Can suburban cities be follower cities of their central city? 

This call is for cities and communities and a metropolitan area or an agglomeration will be 

considered as one city and community. Similarly one neighbourhood in a city cannot be the 

follower of another neighbourhood in the same city. 

 

Are cities involved in the selected projects of the 2014 Call excluded? 

Cities involved in selected projects of the 2014 Call will not be excluded from the 2015 Call. 

However, the additional impact, the additional integrated innovation and the European added 

value of being part in several projects have to be substantiated in the proposal. 

 

Can a follower city of one of the 2014 SCC1 supported projects apply as lead city in the 

2015 SCC1 call? 

There are no rules of H2020 excluding entities/consortia from submitting a proposal and there 

is no specific provisions in the Smart cities and Communities  topic indicating that follower 

cities cannot participate as lead cities in two different projects almost during the same period. 

Consequently such a proposal can be submitted and will be evaluated. Nevertheless, having 

access to the know-how and results of the project and a privileged contact with the project's 

partners, the follower cities in a given project are expected to commit to replicating the 

solutions demonstrated after the successful conclusion of the project in the lead cities. Given 

the above (and given the limited funds available to support all cities in Europe 

expressing relevant interest),  a city that wants to be a  follower and lead on the same time in 

two  projects with one year difference should – in a substantiated matter - justify this choice.  

 

Can entities from outside the EU participate? 

Each project shall be realised by minimum 2 and maximum 3 "lighthouse cities or 

communities". And each project shall involve minimum 2 "follower cities" as beneficiaries.  

The above-mentioned 2 to 3 "lighthouse cities" and minimum 2 "follower cities" must be 

legal entities established in a different EU Member state or associated country. 

Besides the above-mentioned "lighthouse cities or communities" and "follower cities", other 

eligible legal entities can be beneficiaries in the project (e.g. SMEs, industries, other cities and 

communities…). See also fact sheet: International Participation in Horizon 2020 and FP7 

 

Are follower cities eligible for funding? 

Yes, follower cities are eligible for funding of those activities that are specified in the call 

text. Given their different role, a share of up to 5% of the total project budget for the 

combined budget for all follower cities together would be considered as adequate, but other 

approaches are possible as well. Their budget should be clearly justified with a coherent work 

programme and deliverables. Their contribution to the project will be part of the evaluation. 

 

Are follower cities allowed to carry out direct deployment of a set of selected measures 

within its local context (e.g. energy retrofitting + ICT + mobility) and within the project 

timeline? 

Follower cities need to commit to supporting the project definition in lighthouse cities early 

on from the point of view of replication potentials and commit to replication at the end after 

the successful demonstration in lead cities. In addition, follower cities can undertake activities 

that complement and expand related project activities and these could be done in the same 

timeline but would be out of the scope of the project and therefore not funded. 

 

 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/horizon2020/pdf/press/fact_sheet_on_international_participation_in_horizon_2020.pdf
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The proposed activities are to be part of ambitious urban plans. What is the concrete 

meaning of this?  

Lighthouse cities or communities have to have a finalised urban plan, i.e. it has to be 

approved by the city authorities. The plan has to be submitted as a supporting part of the 

submission of the proposal. The ambition refers particularly to the fact that the plan should 

cover urban planning for buildings/district development, energy networks, ICT, 

transport/mobility (and additional topics are possible) for the whole city, and it should clearly 

stipulate how the proposed activities under the project are embedded. Proposals have to 

demonstrate how required EU funding is complemented by secured finance and funding from 

other sources, preferably private ones, but also other EU funding sources (European Structural 

and Investment (ESI) funds for example), national or regional funding to ensure a complete 

implementation. These sources are to be identified in the proposal. Proposals are also required 

to demonstrate and validate attractive business plans that allow large-scale replication 

(replication plans are compulsory) for those parts developed by the lighthouse projects. The 

ambition of this plan will be part of the competitive evaluation. 

 

Do follower cities also have to have an ambitious plan? 

Yes, but the call text clearly specifies that only lighthouse cities needs to have a finalised plan 

by the time of the submission of the proposal. The requirements for follower cities to 

demonstrate embedding of project activities into their urban planning are lighter. For example 

just adding the references where the plans can be consulted and/or explicit where the plans 

have been sent (e.g. Smart Specialisation Strategies under the European Structural Investment 

Funds, Covenant of Mayors, Green Digital Charter). 

 

How should the follower cities confirm/show the replication of solutions at the end of the 

project – what is expected? 
Follower cities should be fully involved already from the planning phase of the proposal and 

work together with the leading cities on solutions that have strong potential to be also 

replicated in their own cities as well. The lighthouse projects should develop and implement 

bankable and well working innovative solutions but it will be up to the follower cities to 

replicate the implementation in their cities for their own benefit. As there is no funding 

directly linked to the implementation/replication in the follower cities there is no hard legal 

obligation for them, but it should be in their own interest that the consortium develops 

solutions that will be of added value also for their own city. 

 

What should be the minimum size of the implementation sites, as districts is not a very 

accurate unit and these are extremely variable even within the same country? 

There is no minimum size. What counts is the geographical and population size of the district 

where the solution will be deployed and the ambition of the proposal to guarantee a 

substantial impact and European relevance in terms of demonstrating replicable solutions. The 

size shall allow deployment of solutions in a relatively concentrated area which will also 

allow will make possible to better study interaction between the different parts. 

 

Can conglomerations or groups of smaller neighbouring cities participate as one (joint) 

lighthouse partner? 

Yes, if this conglomerations are not putting additional administrative burden on the project 

and if the motivation to include this conglomerations and the added value of this cooperation 

is convincingly described in the proposal.  
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Does a proposal have to cover all three aspects (low energy buildings, integrated 

infrastructure and sustainable urban mobility)? 

Yes, all deployments in the lighthouse cities have to cover the three areas simultaneously. The 

call is on deploying solutions combining the three areas. The buildings to be renovated shall 

not be scattered around; they shall form a clearly delineated area; the projects shall clearly 

show that retrofitting a large number of buildings brings synergies (higher efficiency at lower 

costs). Also alternative fuelled vehicle demonstration shall not be a number of individual 

vehicles scattered around the city, but a large number to suffice the impact evaluation (see 

TEST table). 

 

What is meant by integrated innovative approaches and combining the 3 sectors? 

Each proposal has to address the three areas of i) low-energy districts, ii) integrated energy 

systems and ICT infrastructures and iii) sustainable urban mobility through action in each 

city. Integration refers to the intelligent combination of energy, transport and ICT-related 

infrastructures, technologies and services (as specified in the call) to achieve substantial gains 

in energy efficiency and low-carbon development, tailored to concrete city needs, allowing to 

exploit potentials at the intersection of these sectors (e.g. bi-directional 

production/charging/storing of electricity between building districts and vehicles, facilitated 

by smart ICT solutions and innovative models simulating and managing the energy system 

over the district (no management of each building on its own)). As large-scale demonstration 

and deployment of relative mature technologies with high technological readiness levels 

(TRLs) are required, the innovation (and also the related first mover risk) is particularly 

related to the innovative combination of these technologies at large scale, as well as 

embedding this demonstration into a suitable planning and financing framework to ensure 

achieving long-term scale effects: integration into ambitious urban plans, validated business 

models, replication models and securing additional private funding.  

 

Does each leading city need to be 'leading' in each technology area (i.e. transport, energy 

or ICT) and/or can some cities be leading in one technology area and 'following' in 

another technology area? 

Each leading city has to be committed to lead the implementation of large-scale solutions that 

address all areas and intelligently combine rather mature technologies. "Fully integrated 

projects" are being called for; e.g. it must not be that the transport part is deployed in one city 

and the energy part in another. However, it is acceptable that one city demonstrates greater 

knowledge and innovation capacity on energy and the other greater knowledge and innovation 

capacity on transport, for example, as long as it can be demonstrated that all cities implement 

the integrated approach. In this case, cities shall demonstrate the added value and mutual 

benefits of their cooperation. 

 

How many countries should be covered by the consortium members? 

At least three independent legal entities shall participate in an action; these legal entities shall 

each be established in a different Member State or associated country. 

 

What are eligible costs? 

The basic requirements of eligible costs are that they must be: 

- Actually incurred; 

- Incurred over duration of the Action; 

- Budgeted in Annex I and necessary for carrying out the Action; 
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- Identifiable (recorded in the accounts of the Beneficiary, determined in accordance with 

applicable accounting standards and laws, and with the beneficiary’s usual cost accounting 

practices); 

- Economic.  

The use of scale of Unit Costs for the Buildings component should be calculated according to 

the formula:  

Standard cost in euro to save 1 kWh x estimated total kWh saved per m² per year x 

standard payback period in years. 

E.g. if the refurbishment of a building results in energy savings of 100 kWh/m²/year 

(assumption for the calculation), the payback period (standard figure to be used in the 

calculation) is 10 years, and the standard cost in euro to save 1 kWh (standard figure to be 

used in the calculation) is 0,1€/kWh, then 0.1€/kWh x 100kWh/m²/year x 10 years = 100€/m² 

eligible cost. For the calculation of the square meters, please use the national laws that apply 

in 2015 in the respective country.  

For details on eligible costs please refer to the Model Grant Agreement at: 
http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/data/ref/h2020/mga/gga/h2020-mga-gga-multi_en.pdf   

 

What are ineligible costs? 

Ineligible costs’ are: 

- costs that do not comply with the conditions for eligible costs as indicated above; 

- costs related to return on capital; 

- debt and debt service charges; 

- provisions for future losses or debts; 

- interest owed; 

- doubtful debts; 

- currency exchange losses; 

- bank costs charged by the beneficiary’s bank for transfers from the 

- Commission/Agency; 

- excessive or reckless expenditure; 

- deductible VAT; 

- costs incurred during suspension of the implementation of the action. 

As general principle, Actions cannot generate profit to any participant, and do not alleviate 

the valid procurement rules of public authorities. 

 

How should private entities be involved in the development process? 

Private entities should be involved in the project. The majority of project action should be 

implemented by the companies in the consortium and only certain aspects of project 

development should be implemented through external public procurement, where relevant and 

appropriate. This option should be reserved for minor aspects and only if the expertise cannot 

be found in the consortium. 

 

What is the difference between this H2020 Call for Proposals and the Invitation for 

Commitments of the European Innovation Partnership on Smart Cities and 

Communities? 

This H2020 Call is about the funding of lighthouse projects as described in the call text. The 

Invitation for Commitment is not linked to any funding instrument, but is primarily about 

learning, exchange and synergy creation between new partners. 
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Is there a minimum/indicative number of alternatively fuelled vehicles and related 

infrastructure? Should all lighthouse cities foster on related actions? 

There is no minimum/indicative number concerning alternatively fuelled vehicles and related 

infrastructures. However, achieving substantial impact is a key priority and evaluations will 

compare the general level of ambition in view of (see TEST table) a) the aspired size of the 

entire vehicle fleet powered by alternative energy carriers that will be deployed in the project, 

b) number of the recharging/ refuelling units in the infrastructure that will be deployed in the 

project, c) estimation of CO2 savings obtained through the sustainable urban mobility 

solutions deployed in the project, on the basis of CO2 intensity of the European electricity 

grid of 2014: 430 g CO2/kWh. Integration of alternatively fuelled vehicles/related 

infrastructure for public and private transport (including logistics and freight distribution) as 

well as implications for energy management and grid (in case of electro-mobility roll out) 

should be part of the core of the lighthouse projects 

 

Is there the possibility to add car-sharing, if the project addresses alternatively fuelled 

vehicles and infrastructure? Is the demonstration of smart mobility apps and smart 

travel services eligible? Is the demonstration of integration with other forms of mobility 

(cycling, walking etc.) eligible?  
It is eligible to support the deployment of car-sharing as long as the car-sharing scheme is 

based on alternatively fuelled vehicles at large scale, e.g. sufficiency to demonstrate impacts 

on energy management, and electricity grid management in case of high deployment of e-

vehicles. The demonstration of smart mobility apps and travel services can accompany action 

within the project, but related costs are not eligible for funding under the project. Similarly, 

the integration with other forms of mobility such as cycling or walking can be promoted, but 

related costs are not eligible for funding under the project.  

 

Could e-bikes be part of the solutions proposed on mobility? 

The call clearly states that projects should address the "integration of energy/fuelling 

infrastructure with vehicle fleets powered by alternative energy carriers for public and private 

transport. Implications on energy management, and in the case of electro-mobility, the impact 

on the electricity grid, of the deployment of high numbers of vehicles and/or the alternative 

fuel blends performance must be assessed." The evaluation of proposals will compare projects 

in terms of their general level of ambition in view of (see TEST table) a) the aspired size of 

the entire vehicle fleet powered by alternative energy carriers that will be deployed in the 

project, b) number of the recharging/ refuelling units in the infrastructure that will be 

deployed in the project, c) estimation of CO2 savings obtained through the sustainable urban 

mobility solutions deployed in the project. Only innovative types of e-bikes and novels ways 

of using can be regarded as eligible, if proposers convincingly justify how their use supports 

creating the large-scale impacts these projects should achieve, in terms of impacting the 

number of recharging/refuelling units in the infrastructure deployed in the project (as required 

under criterion 2 of the TEST table) and demonstrating the impacts of large-scale vehicle 

deployment on the electricity grid. Proposals should duly consider the impacts on overall 

TEST table evaluation results. Directive 2014/94 on the deployment of alternative fuels 

infrastructure provides a guiding definition for alternative fuels and electric vehicles.  

 

How the procurement of a fleet of e-cars will be funded? (E.g. for 20 e-cars) - Will there 

be a funding for the cars at all? Will there be a funding under specific circumstances? 

In general, conditions for eligibility of costs are defined in Article 126 of Regulation (EU, 

Euratom) No 966/2012. Some basic principles are that they are indicated in the estimated 

overall budget of the action or work programme; they are necessary for the implementation of 
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the action; that they are identifiable and verifiable, in particular being recorded in the 

accounting records of the beneficiary and determined according to the applicable accounting 

standards of the country where the beneficiary is established and according to the usual cost 

accounting practices of the beneficiary. In general, the costs of other types of new 

infrastructure may not be covered. 

 

Will e-cars be funded or only the depreciation?  

The eligible costs are described in the answer to the previous question. 

 

Is it possible to get funding only for a part of a fleet, e.g. a project partner plans to buy 

20 cars that shall be used in Vienna but only 2 of them will be used in the test area of the 

project. Is it possible to get funding for those two? 

It is a principle that only those vehicles are funded that are necessary for the implementation 

of the action; that are identifiable and verifiable. If the project can convincingly demonstrate 

the sole use of the vehicles in the context of the project, the cost may be eligible in line with 

the explanation of eligible cost outlined in the answer to the previous question. Given the fact 

that the evaluations will evaluate projects according to their impact performance (on the basis 

of the TEST table) due consideration is to be given to approaches that maximise impact.  

 

Is it possible to fund other types of infrastructure, such as intelligent traffic lights? 

The call clearly states that projects should address "the integration of energy/fuelling 

infrastructure with vehicle fleets powered by alternative energy carriers for public and private 

transport".  In general, the costs of other types of new infrastructure may not be covered. 

 

Which methodological framework should be used to calculate the estimated CO2 

savings obtained through the solutions deployed in the project, as required by the TEST 

table? 

The TEST table stipulates that the estimation of CO2 savings should follow on the basis of 

CO2 intensity of the European electricity grid of 430 g/kwh, and need to take into account the 

size of the entire vehicle fleet powered by alternative energy carriers that will be deployed in 

the project, i.e. the sum of emissions from fuel and electricity. Further information can be 

obtained from the following reference report: JEC, 2014, Well-to-Wheels Report (Version 

4.a) JEC Well-t-Wheels analysis, JRC technical reports, European Commission.  

 

Is it possible to lease electric vehicles? 

In general, conditions for eligibility of costs are defined in Article 126 of Regulation (EU, 

Euratom) No 966/2012. Some basic principles are that they are indicated in the estimated 

overall budget of the action or work programme; they are necessary for the implementation of 

the action; that they are identifiable and verifiable, in particular being recorded in the 

accounting records of the beneficiary and determined according to the applicable accounting 

standards of the country where the beneficiary is established and according to the usual cost 

accounting practices of the beneficiary. If projects can justify the costs in view of the 

necessity of implementation of action and achieving impact in line with the objectives of the 

call the cost should be considered eligible. In general, the costs of other types of new 

infrastructure may not be covered. 
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To include multi-owner housing in Lighthouse projects the owner's agreement is needed 

but to have this agreement the funds for the refurbishing are to be secured. How to solve 

this chicken and egg problem? 

In previous projects owner agreements were setup including conditions to cover this. It is in 

the responsibility of the coordinator to set up these arrangements and the Commission will not 

enter in this level of detail. 

 

Is there a minimum/indicative number of sqm for the renovation at consortium level (30 

000 m2, 60 000 m2, 100 000 m2...)? Should all lighthouse cities have local projects on 

renovation of buildings? 

There is no minimum level indicated in the call text; however a critical mass of buildings is 

necessary for the projects to have a significant impact and visibility at a European level. In 

addition, the balancing of the three areas ( low-energy districts, integrated infrastructures and 

especially the sustainable urban mobility) necessitates a certain district/city size. The 

evaluation is competitive and the evaluators will compare in general the level of ambition, its 

realisation- and replication-potential and specifically the number of m2 and the energy 

performance and the business plans of the different proposals. Renovation of buildings is a 

compulsory part of Smart Cities and thus a compulsory part for each lighthouse city.  

 

Are new buildings eligible for the project or should the project focus only on renovation 

of existing buidings? 
The costs of the construction of new buildings are not eligible as such; their integration into 

smart energy management of the district is eligible. 

 

For the renovation/refurbishment of existing buildings, should the focus be only on 

residential buildings or is it also possible to include non-residential buildings that are 

transformed into innovative areas that will stimulate the creation of new jobs and 

growth?  
The call specifies that a special focus should be given to residential buildings Non-residential 

buildings could also be eligible as long as they are integrated in the residential area and are 

not a dominant part of the affected buildings area. The consortium should focus also on the 

replication potential (how many other similar projects could replicate the positive results in 

the same city, in the country and elsewhere in the EU). The consortium estimate the 

replication potential and submit a replication plan (what will the consortium do to stimulate 

this replication?). This replication plan will be evaluated for its credibility (for buildings, ICT 

and mobility) 

 

Is the reconversion of industrial buildings into housing/dwellings considered as 

refurbishment/retrofit? 

Yes, as long as solutions have high replication potential.  

 

Minimum duration of performance monitoring?  

Two years of monitoring is considered the minimum (one year for dry out and optimisation; 

one winter and one summer season). Performance monitoring involving longer term 

commitments (e.g. 3 to 5 years) will give an added value to the proposal. This is valid for the 

buildings, the grid and the vehicle fleets. 
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How important is performance monitoring? Can performance monitoring deliverables 

be of restricted access? 

The main objective of lighthouse cities and projects is collective learning and the replication 

of viable solutions. Therefore, data from the validation phase of lighthouse projects have to be 

made publicly available and cannot be restricted. Moreover projects will be requested to 

contribute to the support actions selected under SCC2 (framework for data collection and 

performance measurement) and under SCC3 (system standards). The contribution of the 

project towards the support actions and linked resources should already be indicated in the 

proposal. Data will be collected and publicly available also through the Smart City 

Information System which aggregates feedback and knowledge of EU funded projects 

(starting with CONCERTO data from 2004 onwards and expanding). 

 

Can proprietary closed ICT tools be part of the deployment? 

Since the interest of the project outcome is a collective learning and the creation of a smart 

local ecosystem, proprietary closed ICT solutions should not be deployed. Interoperability of 

solutions is a corner stone and the involved industry partners should be committed to business 

models that avoid locked –in customers and foster built-on applications and co-creation. An 

open and consistent data framework is mandatory. So that data can be reused by different 

applications, also those created by third parties not involved in the project so that a smart local 

ecosystem can flourish.  

 

What do you mean by innovation if the technology employed shall be primarily TRL7 or 

more?  

Innovation will be primarily in new uses and in new processes. Adaptation of technology may 

be required but not completely new technological developments. Innovation (and also the 

related first mover risk) is particularly related to the innovative combination of mature 

innovative technologies at large scale, as well as embedding this demonstration into a suitable 

planning and financing framework to ensure achieving long-term scale effects: integration 

into ambitious urban plans, validated business models, replication models and securing 

additional private funding.   

 

Where can I find more information about the successful proposals of the 2014 call? 

The Grant Agreements of the successful proposals of the 2014 Call should be signed at the 

beginning of January 2015 and the projects will be creating their information material in due 

time.  

On 12 February 2015, there will be an information and brokerage event in Brussels, where 

further information on these projects can be obtained.  

 

Where can I receive further information? 

Please contact your National Contact Points for more information. 

Can a follower city take a role as an active partner in the proposal? This would imply 

additional funding for that particular city to, for instance, lead a Work Package. 

Follower cities are expected to contribute to the requirements of the solution to be developed 

and commit to replicating the successful solutions. They should have a clear work package, a 

clear budget for this work package, clear deliverables and clear distribution of tasks and 

responsibilities, Given their different role, a share of up to 5% of the total project budget for 

the combined budget for all follower cities together would be considered as adequate, but 

other approaches are possible as well. The proposal part concerning follower cities is essential 

for the evaluation. 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal/desktop/en/support/national_contact_points.html
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We are planning to involve additional observer cities outside Europe. Can we allocate 

any funding for this effort (like to attend workshops, etc.) or, are there any guidelines on 

what we need these external cities to commit to so they can be called observers? 
Cities outside Europe (i.e. located neither in a Members state nor an associated country) can 

be part of a consortium. If they are allowed under the rules for participation under 

Horizon2020 to receive funding, they can do so also under this specific call. The European 

added value for such inclusion has to be clearly described in the proposal and is part of the 

evaluation. 

 

 


